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Executive Summary
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• Across Johnson & Johnson, we recognize our responsibility to expand and accelerate on commitments 

to address racial and social injustices in communities of color. 

• In June 2020, in solidarity with ANA and AIMM, the Johnson & Johnson Consumer Health sector signed 

a petition holding ourselves accountable to aggressively pursue equity and create systemic change in 

advertising and marketing. 

• Adding our signature to the AIMM petition was more than simply putting our name on a piece of paper –

JJCH committed to make real impact on diverse communities. 

• In unprecedented collaboration, we rallied all three of our agency holding companies and global media 

partners (Google, Facebook, Amazon) in adopting micro-charters that support our Company’s DE&I 

framework. This aligns our efforts on specific objectives so we can deliver on our commitments. 

• We have also included specific DE&I metrics in our agencies year-end evaluations and pay-for-

performance compensation models to measure the impact of our efforts. 

• We recognize that successfully changing the marketing industry requires partnership, and our 

Procurement team is collaborating closely with our agency partners and meeting regularly to make near 

real time adjustments. 



ANA/AIMM Commitment to Equity, Inclusion, and Systemic Change

from America’s Marketers, Media Companies, Agencies, Production Companies, and Service Providers
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Micro-Charters Objectives
Agency DE&I Commitments

Increase the diversity of our agency teams at all 
levels of leadership by identifying new sources 
for diverse talent and methods of supporting 
talent development until we truly reflect the 

communities, audiences and partners we serve
.

Accelerate Supplier Diversity
Increase utilization of diverse suppliers by 

collaborating on immersive list for behind the 
camera support and enabling guidelines to 

support usage

Multicultural Content
Increase development of multicultural 
content in both general audience and 

multicultural targeted communications

Impact Of Multicultural AD Efforts
Integrate more robust tools to measure, track 
and optimize impact of multicultural initiatives 

across J&J

ERG Partnerships
Continue to develop & enhance the offering of 

agency ERGs and collaborate across J&J and 
Agency Partners to develop joint activities
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AGENCY DE&I COMMITMENTS
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G O A L :  We will achieve representation that better reflects our country’s demographics throughout the industry…This means 
equity in representation at every level, access, and voice — in other words, a seat at the table.

C O M P E T I T I V E  A D V A N T A G E
Breaking down the borders of Agency DE&I standards elevates the whole industry forward

Increase and encourage the industry pool of diverse talent, which will in turn foster a culture of creativity and inclusivity

2 0 2 1  K P I

EEOC Data; # of New Diverse Talent Hired, Retained, & Promoted by seniority level

Percentage of Employees trained in DE&I Programs

F R O M

Non-systemic and irregular recruitment and 

training programs designed by individual 

agencies with little industry accountability

T O

Industry-wide, shared programs to drive 

diversity, equity and inclusion with respect to 

new employees and retaining them 

B Y

Creation of a cross-agency Talent Council, which 

openly shares individual programs with one 

another and partners with the 4As to 

standardize DE&I Talent programs
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SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
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G O A L :  Achieve an equitable and innovative creative supply chain through strategic investments in diverse agencies, 
broadcasters, producers and other relevant suppliers that reflects the diversity of our end customer base.

C O M P E T I T I V E  A D V A N T A G E

Enhanced authenticity of content leading to stronger in-market performance

J&J as preferred partner/ability to procure best industry talent 

Positive reputational impact among customers, employees and SD community

2 0 2 1  K P I

Percentage of Agency OOP spend utilizing diverse suppliers

Percentage of/dollars spent in MWBE media properties

Awareness among key decision-makers of diverse supplier options

F R O M

Inconsistent/low utilization throughout dev/production

Siloed HC/agency SD lists  

Minimal awareness of SD options

Trial/error utilization

T O

Broad/consistent use of diverse suppliers

Unified list across agency partners

Awareness among decision-makers

Best practice sharing across J&J/Agencies

B Y

Incorporating into agency Incentive Comp 

Implementing standard policies & practices 

Enable review feature & uploading of cases/content
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MULTICULTURAL CONTENT
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G O A L :  To eliminate bias through the accurate portrayal of race, identity and culture in advertising and media programs, as 
well as to increase our spending in multicultural marketing so that the percentage of investment is commensurate with the 

representation of the multicultural people we serve.

C O M P E T I T I V E  A D V A N T A G E

Culturally insightful, competent and authentic MC content leading to enhanced ROI’s

Industry-leading breadth and depth of MC content across sectors/brands

Customer recognition of and employee pride in J&J’s commitment to/leadership in developing MC content

2 0 2 1  K P I

Percentage of appropriate brands engaging

Improved brand reputation/relevance metrics among BIPOC audiences

Increased YOY MC funding

F R O M

Sporadic MC content development

Diverse casting as only MC activity

Lower funding priority

Minimal best practice sharing

T O

Every appropriate brand engaging

Authentic portrayal of BIPOC cast

Prioritized funding

Broad understanding of MC content creation

B Y

Prioritizing MC campaign development during BP

Using MC talent throughout the dev process

Providing validated impact metrics

Prioritizing end-to-end MC content development training
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FROM TO

IMPACT OF MULTICULTURAL AD EFFORTS
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GOAL: We will hold ourselves accountable by measuring multicultural ads against diverse groups, establish baselines, industry 
leading benchmarks and measure for overall impact on business and consumers.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Ad strategy mapped to what the future will look like demographically

From monocultural stories to multicultural stories, delivering greater relevance against diverse groups

Inconsistently measuring impact of MC ads

No baselines

Limited benchmarks

No best practices in place

Identify measurement solution

Establish J&J  baselines 

Establish industry leading benchmarks

Improve MC storytelling

BY

Piloting programs w/CIIM & Collage

Developing a cross agency scorecard

Creating indices against industry

Publishing best practices reporting

2021 KPI
Establishment of cross agency scorecard, measures include:  Purchase Intent, Favorability, Recall, Culture Scores (Relevance)

Establish reporting cadence to inform MC best practices

Ambition - Measure for overall impact of MC ad efforts against key business and consumer brand metrics
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AGENCY ERG COMMITMENTS
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G O A L :  We will work with our Employee Resource Groups to better understand systemic inequities so that together we can 
support and nurture programs that drive institutional change.

C O M P E T I T I V E  A D V A N T A G E

Increase retention of diverse talent 

Amplify voices traditionally underheard driving richer creative and storytelling 

2 0 2 1  K P I

Establish baseline employee sentiment towards impact of ERGs and increase on at least two measures

F R O M

Going it alone

Programs that have minimal reach 

Slower establishment of new ERGs

T O

Sharing ideas and best practices

Events that make broader impact

More facile chartering and growth 

B Y

Creating the ERG Council 

Creating a shared calendar

Sharing learnings on fueling growth




